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THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

75 NO. 8

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Friday, November 15, 1968

etes Honored
The first annual fall Awards Convocation for returning letter men
was held Wednesday, November 13,
during "B" period in the Enyart
Alumni Field House. Master of
ceremonies, Coach Joe Justice,
introduced the event and explained
that it will be a yearly affair.
Graduating seniors will receive
their awards in the spring. It
was hoped a fall convocation will
incite interest in the freshmen
and get them involved in the Athletic Department's activities.
Miss Virginia Mack, introduced
the women's golf team, who compiled an impressive record for
for last year. They were second
in the senior division of the Florida
Collegiate Tournament and second
overall in the National Collegiate
tournament held at Duke University this year plan to enter both
competitions again.
Those cheerleaders who lettered
for their first year were; Jane
Butts, Mary Tobey, TerryCauble
and Cheryl Thomas.
The women's tennis team was
then recognized. This group had
their second perfect season last
year, having lost only one match
in the past three years. Four r e presentatives competed at the National Intercollegiate Tennis Tour-

nament last spring. This fall they
won the women's division of overall
competition at the University of
Florida tournament held at Gainesville in October.
Next on the agenda were the men's
varsity sports. Mr. Justice stated
that letters are not given for one
year's performance, making r e cognition in these areas a "bit
tougher."
The baseball team finished last
year with a 14 wins, 20 losses
and one tie record. They won the
Florida Intercollegiate Conference
and tied for first (with Amherst)
in the Rollin's hosted Invitational Tournament. Members of the
team were recognized.
Boyd Coffie reviewed the basketball season. Rollins ended up
the year with an 11-14 record,
which is the closest they have
come t o breaking 500 in 10 and
12 years. Coach Coffie anticipates
a most successful year with the
new facilities, many returning
players and capable freshmen. In
basketball, Rollins finished second
in the Florida Inter-Collegiate
Conference (F.I.C.) and second in
the Florida Citrus Invitational
tournament.
The crew team had a good year
last year. Coach Jim Lyden stated
that Rollins won all but one of its

Popular Author Feted

Karen Larsen Greets Allen Drury
Allen Drury, hometown author were received very well and thought
^ P u l i t z e r Prize winner was highly of wherever he went.
met by a variety of students, homeA number six sequel to his cur•own p a t r o n S ) ^ f a c u l t y m e m b e r s rent political novel "Preserve and
Wednesday at the Casa Iberia Inter- Protect" i s in progress, and Mr.
^mencan Center.
Drury stated that its progress is
A 1 1 h
0 r " °^ Mr. Drury did not speak
going very well. Indeed, it has
orraaUy to the gathering, he met already reached the 80,000 mark
mi the guests in a reception and was again listed as number
H >1 ?aUon> ^ later autograph- one by Time Magazine this week.
Concientious planning was necesi i v S S ** chatted with inmduals about his numerous no- sary to arrange for the meeting
vels and recent travels.
of Mr. Drury, and praise is due
Mr. Drury just returned from a to the committee of Rollins Stud*r Eastern tour a month ago, ents, headed by Mark Miller, who
*ndI was
on the edge of student carried out this "Meet the Author"
lannvmf J a p a n - However, he was session.
lappy to relate that Americans

dual races, losing that one to
Florida Southern, whom they beat
in a larger race later in the season. The Junior Varsity boat won
5, lost 2, and was first in the State
Race. At the Cypress Gardens
Regatta Rollins upset Marietta for
the second consecutive year. In
May, the team traveled to Washington where they finished third
in a Regatta held there before the
Dad Vale at Philadelphia. In the
Vale Rollins lost to Georgetown.
Coach Lyden stated that there was
a strong contention returning this
year - 17 upperclassmen and that
he hopes to initiate three crews
for the year:
a Freshmen, A
Junior Varsity and a Varsity boat.
Mr. James Shutland represented
the golf team and recognized the
members of this group. They,
too, won their F.I.C. title and finished the season with a 17-6 record.
F.I.C. soccer title with Florida
Southern. Coach Gordon Howell
stated that the team had a 7-43 record last year and at present
are undefeated with an 8-0-1 r e cord. A tough match is coming
up in Miami whose team is also
undefeated on their home court
and who we have never beaten
there.
Norm Copeland next introduced
the tennis team, which finished
last year with a 24-6 record. Chick
Hawley was announced asPlayerof
the Year. The men's tennis team
won the F.I.C. for the third year
last year, and had three players on
the F.I.C. team: Jim Griffith,
Cliff Montgomery and Brian Smith.
Co-captains for this season are
Jim Griffith and Ron Van Gelder.
The teams having been recogniz- .
ed. Dean Hicks next awarded Florida Intercollegiate All-Star Certificates to Wilson
Flohr
Bill Koch, Dick Myers (Soccer),
Cliff Montomery, Jim Griffith
(Tennis), Danny Rosen, Larry Osborn, Gale Coleman (Baseball),
Mike Brellsford, Tom Cavicchi,
and Terry Law (Golf).
Individual Special Honors were
awarded by Dr. Mulson. Wilson
Flohr received the Tampa Tribune
1967 Allstar Team Cup, and was
announced as a member of the All
State and All South Soccer Teams.
Danny Rosen received the Batting
Trophy Award.
Team trophies were awarded
to the basketball team, the crew,
golf, tennis and baseball teams.
The All-Sports trophy was awarded
to Coach and Athletic Department
Head , Joe Justice, for Rollins
Teams' holding four out of five
first places in the Florida Intercollegiate Conference.
It has then announced that the first
basketball game (Blue-Gold Intrasquad Game) in the field house
will be played November 20. Our
first official basketball game will
be held Saturday, November 30.
That day will also be Rollins Homecoming and our opponents will be
Stetson. In past years when
football was a varsity sport, Stetson was always our homecoming
opposition.
Coach Justice r e marked that tradition will be followed again this year to initiate the
new field house.

President McKean receives some tips from Coach Joe Justice as preparation gets underway for the Letterman's Homecoming Weekend,'
November 29-31.
Slated
for the weekend are a Awards Banquet,
basketball and soccer games and apost-game VictoryParty at the Lookout.,
Over 550 alumni have been invited.

Discussion On Pot
In view of the stringent measures
that are currently being taken to
curb drug traffic, as opposed to this

YORK
generation's move towards legalizing marijuana, the Rollins "Sandspur" is sponsoring a discussion
between interested students and
Sargeant Jim York of the Orlando
Police Department. The discussion
will begin at 7 p. m. in the Rollins Alumni House on Thursday,

November 21st.
As a detective working specifically with narcotics and drug
cases, Sargeant York has amassed through his first-hand experiences valuable knowledge concerning the dangers and drawbacks of drug usage. He personally views marijuana as not harmful in itself but as a steppingstone to more powerful drugs and
hallucigins. Asked if he had ever
tried pot, Sargeant York answered
"No," and added he would be tempted to experiment if anyone could
give him a worthwhile, constructive
reason, other than pure escapism,
He feels strong enforcement of drug
laws are necessary, since so many
young people are allured into believing that drug usage enables
them to use their capabilities to
the fullest and to heighten their
sensibilities.
Sargeant York feels that this generation is our most important investment in the future, and it worries him that so many kids are
accepting drugs as a way of life,
which could eventually destroy
them.

Debaters Attend
Debate teams from
Rollins
College will compete in the 1st
Gator Invitational Debate Tournament Jr.
Held at the University
of Florida at Gainesville on Friday
and Saturday, November 15th and
16th.
This meet is a novice
tournament in which debaters will
be entered who are either in their
first or second year of intercollegiate debating. Schools from all
areas of Southeastern United States
will be in attendance from such
representative colleges and universities as the University of Florida, University of Miami, Emory
University, Florida State University, University of Georgia, Georgia State, Auburn, and Rollins.
Michael Dornish, sophomore from
Atlanta, is the only Rollins varsity
debater who has previous tourna-

Tourney

ment debating credits -- who will
be registered in the contest. The
remaining 7 members of the Rollins squads will be making their
"debut" in college debating at
Gainesville. These include Dornish's cole ague, Douglas Allen,
sophomore, from LaOraya, Peru;
the senior team of Guy Somers
from Toronto, Canada and Charles
Draper from Dover, Delaware; a
Freshman team composed of David
Mitchell from Palm Beach and
Lorrie Ball from
Altamonte
Springs; and another freshmen
squad comprised of Chris Wormer,
Klein, Madison, New Jersey. Prof,
and Mrs. Dean F. Graunke, (he
is Rollins coach of debate and
forensics) will accompany the students and serve as judges.

EDITORIAL

Gwen von Stetton..

When questioned if he had ever asked his children what professions
they would choose, the late Senator Robert Kennedy answered that he
had never posed the problem in terms of professions, but rather
queried them as to what they would eventually feel they could contribute in personal and public terms to our society and the world.
This matter of contributing" is the this generation, our generation,
is faced with. Somewhere between the realms of idealistic reformation movements that are surging through every U.S. campus and
the very personal dedication of young adults working in VISTA
and the Peace Corps, there is a concrete realization that caring
giving, sharing and contributing are the-only things of substance in
a person's life time. What VISTA is attempting to create is the
situation where children have the chance to develop their potential,
not, as so many people feel fore ing the children of the underprivileged to assimilate the standards and attitudes of the privileged.
All young people mustdecide whe ther they are going to contribute
or only to take from our society.

Dear Editor:
In an attempt to focus attention
on what may turn out to be an important legislative act by our Student Government, I write this letter
concerning motorcycles at Rollins
College.
Tw o years ago, after a rather
serious motorcycle accident near
the college library, legislation was
passed by our student government
banning student ownership and operation of motorcycles not only
from the college campus, but from
all of Orange County. Although
a great deal of opposition was presented to this legislation before
it was passed, motorcycles were
outlawed the following year.
An important aspect of his question was and still is the school
insurance policy covering, among
other things, traffic accidents. The
College made the point then, that
it would not sit by and watch
its insurance premiums go up
everytime there was another
motorcycle accident. This was a
good point and one that presumably
led to that fateful legislation.
A bill is before the council at
this time, which if passed, will allow college students to maintain
notocycles off campus. The bill
includes a stipulation requiring
minors to obtain parental approval
It unfortunately, does not include
anything about college insurance,
but will when it is resubmitted

r
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this Monday.
It is my sincere belief that the
College, protected in every way by
the aforementioned conditions has
no legal basis for denying the students their personal right to own and
operate a motorcycle in the Orlando metropolitan area. It is also
my opinion that the results of this
legislation will be indicative of
the actual war maintained by our
Student Government during this
academic year.
Sincerely,
Tris Colket
Dear Sir:
Several weeks ago a questionaire was circulated to all the
faculty by some Crummer students who were engaged in a r e search project concerning the
economic impact of the Rollins
faculty on the Winter Park businesses. While I think a more
meaningful survey would have been
obtained from a questionaire to the
students, I am still very much
interested in what the general conclusions were from the information the faculty provided. I am not
requesting anything in detail, but
I do believe those of us who took
the time to answer the questions
do deserve some sort of synopsis
of the findings.
Thank You,
Dr. George T. Cochran

Constitutional Amendments

To Amend by Substitution: Student
Association ByLaws Article VI;
Section F , Deletion of Current
Subsection and Insertion of the
Following:
F. Student Representative
F.
Student Representation of
Faculty Committees shall be nominated by a Committee composed
of the Chairman of Lower Court,
The President of the Student Association, and the Speaker of the

House from among the members
of the Student Association with the
approval of the House and the
approval of the Council.
Drafted by the College Reevaluation
Committee.
Robert L. Glass
The President of all 4 classes
shall attend House meetings as
voting members. Art. HI, Section
3, Subsec. A-7.

Sandspur Staff
EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR.
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
ARTIST
PHOTOGRAPHY
CIRCULATION MANAGER
LAYOUT EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
LITERARY CONSULTANT

Richard MacLeod
Margaret Curtis
Gwen Von Stetten
Charles Bueker
Bill Janis
K. Treylane Gittes
Seth Feigenbaum
Connie Hirschman
Don Robins
Nelson Deiner
Bill Blaiser
Robert Taylor
Edwin Granberry

STAFF: Pete Lalime, Mona Shallow, Kathy Kwass, Bobbie
Moorman, Homer Pike, Lynn Fidao.
and special thanks to Bruce of Maitland
Published weekly at Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, by the|
Winter Park Sun Herald. Publication office — Student Center basement.
Entered as second class matter November 14, 1925, at the Post Office
at Winter Park, Florid under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription
price — $5.00 annually. Return all undelivered copies to the above
address.

5 Letters and a Book
Dear Editor:
I suggest we do a Sandspur special
on the Negroes at Rollins to
determine their views and attitudes
and the extent of their alienation
from (or integration into) life at
Rollins.
Yours truly,
A concerned student
Dear Editor:
I think I can speak for all Freshmen women when I say that deferred
rush is a fine thing, an amiable
thing; but it is also a very frustrating thing. Most of us have now
reached the point where we are no
longer afraid to speak to an upperclassman for fear of violating rush
rules, but the sharp division that
exists between Freshmen and Sororities is one that cannot be bridged
by the Freshmen.
I refer in point to the invitations
sororities give Freshmen to sit at
their respective tables during dining hours at Beans. Once a Freshman has been asked to dine with a
sorority, she usually receives an
open invitation to sit the re anytime.
This, however,presentsaproblem,
for most Freshmen feel it is improper to simply walk over and
sit at a sorority table, regardless
of the open invitation, and wait
instead for 'another invitation. At
the same time, sororities wonder
why their invitations are not honored, and come to the conclusion
tha t the girl isn't interested in
the sorority, which is entirely
false.
I hope this letter helps sororities realize the frustrating situation that most Freshment women are
in.
Thank you,
A Freshman
Dear Sir:
As a member of the college
re-evaluation committee, I presented a majority report to the
House on Monday night advising
against giving class presidents the
vote in the House.
The majority report said that
class presidents did not represent
the feelings and opinions of the entire class because of the diversity of personalities and interests,
under these
circumstances, it
would be difficult for them to consult the class for an opinion even
if the presidents wished.
We also felt the class president's vote might be strongly influenced by his Greek or Indepenent social group affiliation. We
felt that there was a strong possibility that the president's vote end
up as an additional vote for the
Greek or Independent social group
i h i s *$ hardly conducive toward r e presenting the class.
The student House as it presently
stands is, we believe, a fair r e presentative of student opinion;
adding four class presidents as voting
members would upset this
equality of representation.
In addition, Ipersonallyfeelthatif
past voting patterns are any indication" the four additional votes
would end up in male hands for
the most part.
The sororities
and Independent women are unlikely to see many of those votes.
In my three years at Rollins I
have only seen one woman class
president out of twelve presidents
elected.
I was very sorry to see the debate
in the House take on the composition of a Greek-Independent rivalry.
As can be seen in the above statements
the issue is not
concerned with Creek-Independent
relationships but rather with the
possibility ofirregu:ardistribution
of votes in the House.
I had viewed the facts as objectively as possible and made my de-cision I cannot ,help» bjt feel
distressed over the fact that I

made an unpopular statment with
certain Greek groups who took my
decision as a threat to the fraternity - sorority system. Since
the beginning of the yearf have
made appeals personally and
publicly for people's rights to do
as they personally wish to . I
continue to believe this concerning
the Greek system.
Respectfully,
Anastassios Margaronis

To the Editor:
It was gratifying to find the
"Sandspur" taking an interest in
Teach In. Terry Collier's article managed to capture the mood
of the participants, even if it
did evade many of the important
issues raised.
And unlike the
October political rally, the Teach
In was granted as many column inches as 'Fashions at Rollins' and
other piddling exercises in narcissism.
Unfortunately, the same praise
cannot be leveled at last week's
editorial, which is full of inaccuracies, unjustified implications and
fallacious reasoning.
We felt it
should be pointed out that the Editor
was not present at most of the
Teach In and that he did not part. icipate when he did drop by. P e r haps this accounts for some of the
following e r r o r s :
(1) "The most important point
brought out" was not "that Rollins is somewhat of (sic) an abortion," and, in fact, that metaphor
was neither used nor intended. Mr.
Klappert's principal point was that
2/3 of the world's people live in
abject poverty — 417 people will
die of hunger while you eat dinner
tonight--and that fact, above all
others, effects the fate of the United
States. It effects the fat-rich at
Rollins—the ignorant, insensitive
and indifferent—whether they know
it or not.
The relation between the rich
and poor of the world is the same
issue Dr. Hitchens discussed from
another angle as "the decline and
fall of the American Dream."
(2) The point about Rollins students was not simply that they are
more conservative than much of the
faculty, but that they have taken
sides in this country's WAR
AGAINST YOUTH and they have
taken sides against their own youth.
(3)
Evaluating his own misstatment of the point made above,
the Editor says "It is, indeed,
quite a paradox, quite obvious,
and quite mundane: we've known
this for y e a r s . " We doubt he has
known it for years or that he really
knows it now. In any event, the
"Sandspur" continues to foster
the Rollins ;apathyr syndrome. How

many students even knod
word means? It means r |
ing. Who doesn't suffer?
don't suffer.
(4) In his third pa
Editor implies that the:
for the Teach In was - J
i n g " and that Rollins::!
safe place to engage ins
pocrisy."
There is
disprove such an impli:.
we would like to point c
stuck to facts, statist: |
amples which are there::>
ioned and examined by;
takes these issues seric.
But beyond the questa
sincerity and reliabili: J
more serious issue:
to protect their positiil
status quo, when theycaimj
issues, frequently re
ing personalities. We
was the intention of ttel
but in the third and
graphs this perniciou:
argument was usedi
editor of any newspaper
sponsibilities which
expediencies of last-miii
ializing.
^
(5) We seriouslydoubtt
a person takes upon
public edification of thee
if he fails . . .he n
much harder for thosr
l a t e r . " On the contra:; 1
ing the public seems
a tediously gradual proa]
to many temporaryfailffl
process which works\
its failures. As SincU
said in his Nobel Prizes
speech, "There is
tacks the Tribal God:
that doesn't help a little,
is nothing that helps itf
(6) The editori;
hallow rhetorical flouris
it really a surge of
Or was it a repulsive
eant to convince those
that they were really do
thing and making a B
genuine, contructive efl<
on around the courtrj
world?" The ordering!
portioning of thisconclo
ly implies a condemns
Teach In, and this appea
unjustified, especially
of the proposals made
are being pursued by1
ent groups. Coming:
who attended less th
Teach In, the question!
hypocritical. Most
unlike Mr. Collier's
perpetuates the "Sand
effective policy of
forms
of student
and activity which
genuine social andpol
ness rather than narci
vatism.
David L. Hitcfi
Peter Kla

*
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Dr. Smith
Rufus Burr Smith, Professor
•jmicsintheRoyE. Crumr School of finance and first
jointee to the William R. Kenan
Professorship, teaches underuate courses in finance and
ing and international economand directs seniors in indeent study of international econ: problems.

S

background encompasses a
Msliant career in teaching, r e •ch and public service. A Phi
i Kappa graudate of Princeton,
received his M.A. and Ph. D.
•ees from New York University,
ior to his appointment at Rol; Dr. Smith was a Senior Fore.„ Service Inspector with the peroral rank equivalent to Ambassdor. He served the U.S. State
lepartment in missions to Mexico,
,uatemala, Belgium, Spain, Portubl, Switzerland, Thailand and
km ie r Southeast Asian countries.

I

ns:
fei? M

was the U.S. representative
. .o many international conferences,
"eluding the Economic Com• ;ssion for Asia and the Far East,
? Colombo plan, SEATO and
us. if
;ENTO. Dr. Smith also served
• - , m the War Production Board, and
~ irmy-Navy Munitions Board and
c coordinator
^nnrHinatnr of
nf research
r p ^ p a r r h to the
thp
lfltai( ire me Commander of Allied
i s.tpowers
isl
m Japan.
;r
•rieiB

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _

?r.: he current debate over Vietnam
ween "doves" and "hawks"
tly over-simplifies the issues
takes little account of the inmed judgment of many military
civilian experts who devoted
,. rs to the study of Communism.
efly summarized, they are
ply fearful that the U.S. has tied
so large a part of its convental military forces and of its
• . ancial wealth on a front of minor
lportance that it may be unable
respond to Communist attacks
areas of more vital concern.
isider the map of Europe and
The Communist powers
the whole central land mass
Eastern Europe to the Pacific.
World War H they have made
icks in many places: Korea
a full fledged war; in the Forosa straits; Laos, which remains
civil conflict; India, which saw
ie se invasion on both its nor thrn and northwestern frontIran, occupied by Russian
ips afte r World War II and
ter disrupted by Communist sup)rted subversion; Greece and
urkey, where Russian threats and
lbversion necessitated massive
.S. aid; Europe, where the connuing threat to Berlin and the

Analyzes

frontiers of Western Europe has
resulted in the permanent stationing of U.S. forces. These events
measure the scope of the threat and
of the capacity of the Communist
powers, utilizing interior lines of
communication, to press on vulnerable points at the time of their
choosing.
Now, aside from its forces in Europe, practically the whole of the
ready and effective conventional
army and air power of the U.S.
is tied down in Vietnam, leaving
only strategic nuclear forces and
the Navy to respond to a threat
elsewhere on the Communist perimeter. No comparable commitment of Russian or Chinese forces
has been made.
Europe, the Near and Middle East
and Japan-Korea are all of far
greater concern to the U.S. than
is Vietnam. If a serious Communist threat were to develop in any of
these, the U.S. would be bound
by necessity to respond. Could
we do so effectively? Could we
avoid the ultimate disaster of nuclear warfare?
Events of the past year demonstrate that the Communist powers
are in fact using the opportunity
created by the over-commitment
- of U.S. forces of the second-rate
Korean front to press in more
important areas. For the first
time, major Russian naval forces
have penetrated the Eastern Mediterranean , where they are supported from the Russian dominated countries of Syria and Egypt.
In Europe, Russia encouraged by
the failure of the U.S. to make
even a strong protest over the
in vasion of Czechoslavakia, is
again threatening Berlin. At the
other end of the front the North
Koreans are stepping-up their
probes of the South Korean border
after their successful attack of the
Pueblo. How far these moves will
be carried depends in large part
on Communist estimates of the effective U.S. response.
The essential justification for the
scale of U.S. commitment in Vietnam is that it is necessary to face
Communist aggression ther e to
prevent it elsewhere and to preserve faith in mutua 1 security.
Neither strategic for political analysis support this "domino" theory. Few experts believe that all
of South east Asia would be lost
if the VietCong controlled South
Vietnam. Elsewhere, U.S. involvement in Vietnam and the resultant division in American public
opinion are arousing doubts as to
the dependablity of U.S. promises
of support.
Even so strong a
support of the U.S. as Paul Henri
of Belgium, one of the great arch-

U.S. Position in Vietnam

itects of NATO, has recently questioned the will of the U.S. to meet
its European defense commitments.
Thus, far from acting as a deterrent to aggression, U.S. actions
in Vietnam invite Communist
thrusts elsewhere which would produce even more serious confrontation. To correct the present imbalance in the use of Ame rican power it is essential first to reduce
our overcommitment in Vietnam
at the earliest possibl e time.
Secondly, and of equal importance
U.S., priorities and commitments
abroad should be restudied so that
our power can be brought to bear
in those areas of greatest signiia.nce. This course of action is
dictated by the global nature of
Communist expansionism, by the
evident direction of its threat and
by the fact that resources, even
of the U.S., are not unlimited.
We cannot continue to pursue a
policy which states in essence
"We will meet Communist aggression at the place and time chosen
by the Communists." Moreover,
the result of such change would
be a policy which is understandable and defensible to public opinion in the U.S. and thus provide
a continuing stable basis for action.

Alumni

Profile

Rollins' Rolling Stone

by K. Treylane Gittes

Fred Stone, like every other
ordinary KA, was born in a log
cabin of pioneer parents, and began
his long trek to fame as one of
America's most popular box-office
attractions. His first public appearance was on his ninth birthday when he won a $5 prize for
climbing a greased pole. From
there he traveled with circus
troupes and variety shows to every
one-street town in the mid West.
By the time he had reached age
15, there were relatively few variety theatres throughout that area
that were not familiar with his
reputation as an acrobat.
Stone met his first and only real
partner in 1895. He and Dave
Montogomery played in one minstrel show after another until 1903.
when they broke into the big time
as the Scarecrow and the Tinman,
respectively, in the original version of the "Wizard of Oz." They
won instant popularity and continued to appear in musical comedies for the next thirteen years.
Then Dave Montgomery died and
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peopl e began to speculate that
Stone would leave the stage.
He continued his very promising
career, however, but he readily
admitted that it was the "most
difficult thing" he ever had to
do. The audience loved him still,
and he lived on the stage until
1928 when he had an accident
in a plane which he was learning
to pilot. The national response
which this calamity elicited was so
great that the stock of Wright
Whirlwind Motors went into a slump
the next day.
Stone was not be be outdone by
some mechanical contraption and
soon made a comeback. Traditionally he had always used some
type of prop in his routines, so the
crutches which he was dependent
upon looked quite natural on stage.
Fred Stone became associated
with Rollins through his brotherin-law Rex Beach. While recuperating from his accident, Stone
received word that he was to be
awarded an honorary degree by the
College. A man of a sincerely
pride in the fact that his talents
helped people "to forget their troubles for a while." Ten years later
he was initiated into the Kappa

Colonial Drugs

Mark Twain in his last campus
appearance was so well executed
that people began thinking of them
as the same. In fact the playwright of "Mark Twain" even listed their shared qualities in the
program notes as "eternal youth,
boundless spirit, great humility,
and a buoyant sense of humor."
Although Ston's health failed him
in the late 1950's, and he was
forced to retire from the stage,
his admirers remembered the
many times he brought them joy.
To them he was one man who insisted upon professional integrity
above personal gain, and they
loved him for this.

J. Calvin May Jewelers
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Alpha Order here and was invited
to several
brotherly functions
throughout the remainder of his
life.
His first stage appearance at
Rollins was in 1939 in the Broadway smash "Ligthnin' ". The S.
R.O. sign hung outside the theatre
every night of the performance
and the proceeds were so great that
the school was able to build an
experimental theatre, which was
rightly named after him. He r e turned to the Rollins stage two
more times and his portrayal of

Winter Park's Oldest
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Who Gives a Damn

Rollins Students

be to increase each child's attentby Donna Franzel and
ion span. They want so much to
by Jan Swartwout
learn, but become easily dis"What do you want to learn?"
couraged, and their enthusiasm
"I want to write my name," said
dwindles as frequent frustration
David.
arises even in the classroom. They
Veronica, grinning confidently,
often feel defeated when they can't
replied, "I want to learn to read."
immediately understand an idea.
"Do you know the alphabet?"
Through our experience in tutor"No, I just want to read, do
ing children in VISTA last year,
arithmetic, social studies, and
we realized that when different
draw."
children came every week, they
Nina, avoiding our eyes, mumbled
merely viewed the sessions as
incoherently and sat down.
novel experiences. With so little
"I come to school to eat," antime available, and with such a
nounced Anthony.
multitude of children, it was almost
We never discovered what Blackimpossible to build a relationship
man wanted to learn since he
with an individual child and gaio
refused to leave his hiding place
his confidence. This year at Htmbehind the piano.
gerford, each person will be
These were a few of the responworking continuously with one or
ses we received upon our introtwo children. We also have the
duction to the thirteen children
cooperation of the principal and
attending special education classes
concerned teachers who are open to
at the Hungerford Elementary Scany new ideas, as the program
hool. Emotional and mental r e now is completely unstructured
tardation have handicapped these
Its development will depend upon
children to the extent that most
the interest and imagination of the
of them, between the ages of ten
volunteers. We aren't recruiting
and twelve, are achieving first
righteous participants for a humanor low second grade level work.
itarian crusade. If you want to
David, although he is eleven years
help a child overcome emotional
old, has the mentality of a fiveand learning problems, if you are
year old, as well as a speech
tired of reading about and analyimpediment.
He might never
zing the causes for poverty and rabe able to accomplish more than
cial tension and realize that only
writing his name and address and
through action and contact can we
grasping other simple facts-practbegin to understand and alleviate
ical knowledge so that some day it
these problems, then come join us.
will be possible for him to hold a
job.
by Bruce Gordon
However, there are also children
In order to help-America grow
such as Nina and Blackman who,
as an intellectual, well-ordered
suffering from, among other things,
and humane society, it is up to
a lack of communication at home,
you, the individual to play your
are overwhelmed at school and r e part in making our VISTA promain withdrawn. We can hardly
gram a success. Law and order,
estimate these children's potential,
poverty, ignorance; these are the
but by providing the intense, sinproblems that occupy our minds
cere, personal attention of which
today and prevent the American
the children are so deprived, we
nation from making the progress
can try to draw them out. First,
it should.
we must convince them that soraeonereallycares about them, and then
Imagine what just your presence
we can hope to help them realize
can mean to children such as those
the concepts of learning. Emphin Eatonville, who need help so
ais
will be upon the basic skills
desperately. Most of them came
such as the alphabet and phonics.
desperately. Most of them come
Many children have trouble applyfrom families where numbers are
ing what they have learned. For
large and money scarce. There is
example, we have found that they
often only one parent who is too
learn words simply by rote. Not
busy
working for the family's
having the benefit of phonics, when
extistence to be able to give each
faced with new words, they are
child the attention he needs. The
unable to sound them out. Once
environment a t home is certainly
these primary verbal skills have not beneficial to the child's debeen thoroughly mastered, the
velopment since often the parents
children can begin to comprehend
do not understand the value of
the other areas of learning.
education, and having none themOne of our immediate goals will
selves are completely unable
to stimulate the child's intellectual interests. In school the problem is numbers, there are just
"1*^-//
not enough teachers to give each
Doc" Olrien's
child the time he needs.
Imagine what it means to such a
Pkarmcy
child, never exposed to any other
culture than his own, to have a
NEILL O'BRIEN, Reg. Pfa.
person from an entirely different
social and economic environment
come to help him as a human
Serving Rollins Students
being.
For 28 Years
The most obvious problem of
VISTA is breaching the different
cultures eminent in the United
Charge Accounts
States today. The solution obChecks Cashed
• n Perk Avef
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Work

by Eric Solway
Mr. Evans is the principal of the
Hungerford Elementary School in
Eatonville. To say that he is me rely an idealist would be an inadequate description. He is a realistic dreamer who daily watches
his vision materialize. Helping
him shape his dream are eighteen
other people. The school's educational materials are relatively new,
but are lacking in depth. The
oldest wing of buildings in the elementary school was built in 1962.
Previous to this time, children
from Eatonville were bused to
schools in surrounding communities, but as the population expanded
the need for a separate school became apparent.
Internally, the school has much
room for expansion. The Library
has many shelves with a thin number of books. In the office of the
principal there are, at the p r e sent time, at least half a dozen

For VIST

cartons of teaching materials which
he must review before he decides
which can be used by the school.
There is a great variety of teaching tools currently being employed
in ths modern approach to education. Every classroom is equipped
w i t h ' a television set which, according to a certain schedule, is
turned on and tuned into the local
educational network.
Mr. Evans has coordinated with
Eatonville, a program in which
students from Rollins tutor Hungerford Elementary School students. The idea originated when one
of the Vista volunteers approached Mr. Evans with this scheme.
Mr. Evans then cleared all the
technicalities
and preparations
were begun to incorporate the Rollins volunteers in the school staff.
Thinking highly of the Rollins
volunteers, Mr. Evans isverydptimistic about the program. It is

rryfj'
T
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viously lies in communication, imagine the result if this communication were achieved.

criterion for joining Vista are
usually other than what I have implied. Generally it is considered
to be a humanitarian, yes even
by Bill Janis
a patriotic gesture. My point is
A gripe often heard from students
that all of this and even more,
is that a icollege-is, in one form
and the fringe benefits are peror another, irrelevant. The nature
sonal gain for the volunteer.
of the irrelevancy is a personalThe nature of the gain i s of
ized thing, but usually the comcourse
personal, depending on the
plaints can be reduced to certain
individual
and what he seeks. Some
common factors. Among these,
aspects might be: How compatible
perhaps the most forceful is that
is it with your nature to work for
college is a brief (or agonizand with people? In what areas
ingly long) respite from life. This
of
social work are you best suitis refered to in the context that
ed? And which aspects interest
many basic desicions regarding the
you most? Transplant this into
students' existence are made for
continuing college and you will
him/- and those decisions with which
undoubtedly be more purposeful.
• he is confronted are sometimes
Vista offers almost any locale you
mishandled because of the lack of
could choose,
from an Indian
real life experience of total perreservation
to
a ghetto to a
sonal responsibility. The college
psychology clinic. Often there is
scene and the on-your-own -insociety scene are very different. considerable if not total freedom
given to the volunteer regarding
How then does the fenced-in student
his
handling of the situation to which
get an idea as to what it is like
he
is appointed. It is obvious
on the outside? In relation to this,
that the potential for personal clarit seems logical that this would
ifiation and reinforcement is p r e make his college life more meansent. The vague principal of finding
ingful, from the choice of a major
yourself through others maybe apto the regulation of his personal
affairs, things would begin to fall plied. Depending on how hateful
your draft board is, it might be
into place.
worth looking into as a valuable alIt strikes me that Vista would ternative to an unfortunate assemserve as a valid interim during
bly-line enecation.
the undergraduate years.
The

something he feels has fe
ed and absent for far
time. The volunteer
in the school whene
spare time to give, y I
Rollins students will . I
in an after school tutoring]
probably with individual J
from
Hungerford g j
Those ^ho have hours to J
ing the morning will m
sistant teachers workings
groups of students having
ties in a particular area
There is one partial
of students at the Hi
Elementary school whittle aid of a specialisil
children are classified
initials E.M.R., which .3
Educable but Mentally g[
and generally have M
Quotients of under sera
points. These childnj
ucated at a slower rate L
and emphasis is placd
of learning basics, sucfcj
ing to spell their name,
and telephone number for]
ment applications whet:
older.
Rollins volunteers majj
ing with children like
also with children with!
titudes* but are having!
ies in a particular area. I
seem strange to college]
who have had the advanla
best education money
but the children of h
Elementary are willing]
delighted to remain affej
and be tutored.
Mr. Evans sees as o
main tasks the involve)!
community in the affain
school.

Announced
Tickets for the Glenn;
December 6, in the Oris
Arena will be on sale id
ery Monday, Tuesday,
nesday. Due to the id
in the Social Entertaiccj
mittee budget, a depo
cent per ticket will be
The Social Entertain:
mittee will only buy
of tickets that have de?|
Wednesday will be the!
put deposits on tickets.
The Alliance Francaisej
College will meet on
evening, November
p. m., at the Maison
on the Rollins College I
Mr. Marcel Teissier,)
and President of the Alii
caise of Fort Lauderdaltl
a lecture, in Frencif
1'
"INCOMPARABLE |
INE".
Juniors interested ii
of journalism may
summer internship witiH
ington Post.
Those
should contact the Pi
Financial Aids Office.
Several openings existf
at a summer camp in
If interested, please
Placement and Financia
fice.

BILL BAER
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and Ye Public House
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- Monday of this
P
:• -*mT.the ^Pentagon
l , n n Comptroller
e
f, only a o
'or 11 1/2'
;Udhe 38 bi 1 on dollar budget h.
'
HH». bidding. 50% of that
m
^ l , ZtZ,t
bidding bese of the war-time rush did not
ea. low it Thus he could not account
cular
the' size of these companies'
What was that about a
0fit
v that uses war as an m'1
rument of Foreign Policy canot remain a democracy?
ther cliques act as social cookie
utters that give Rollins none of
advantages of a small college,
seTy
plenty
of the disadvantages of a
drei
ite:: rge university. Try the simple
teed alization of the mutual depend
ncy of opposites^that^In crowd

is totally dependant upon having an
Out crowd to define itself by; otherwise there could be no In crowd.
Blood, Sweat and Tears know. They
called their first LP "Child is
Father to a Man".
Coffee House being built by the
College below and Beanery which
hopes to open after Christmas.
President McKean has given his
blessings and freed the necessary
funds to build a 20 by 30 foot
main room with a stage and a
series of adjoining semi-private
rooms.
More news of this as
it develops. The people to bug
with questions and suggestions are
Kate Crichton and Bill Janis.
Flashback Dept. — The Election
Day Festival of Life Program was
run off on the old underground
newspaper printing press.

y y Interest has been
/ k i c k i n g around the idea of a Saturday afternoon and evening of music
jon the library lawn. Just add a
fc'stageA nice weather, Rock bands,
folk music^
and folks.
Heads Up!
The Rest of
The Sky's
'//[' Falling. . .
you too.
After 10,000 years
of war,
students have been rumored to be
entering the No-Doze Heaven. The
next fad will be main-lining coffee
to move on to the Gates of Dawn.

The big word buzzing around the
Orlando Area Underground is about
a mysterious super-group, its
best-known aliases "Amphetimine
Ambrosia" and "The Tingling Mother's Circus". It seems they
change their name every time they
come above ground to play. Since
two Rollins Sophomores are among
the members, there is a good
chance they might suddenly play-in
on campus before they move on to
unite the forces of North and South
America and Europe for^he Big
Push for the East.

Since we are into quoting economic figures, let's have another
that raises questions of democracy
2 % of the population owns 75%
of the nation's cooperative stock.
" F r e d " , the Freshman Blues
band, has been auditioning for a
lead singer. We don't know if
it's their funky sound or their
charisma, but all the applicants
so far have been female.
Books have already been donated
by faculty and student members to
help the Book Exchange after
Thanksgiving. Jane Tipping is coordinating the collection and she
is open to paperbacks.
After

Christmas, the plan is to move over
to the. . .
Humphrey's chances for the presidency started and ended in Illinois. The raw exposure of the
power base in Chicago of the Democratic Party
King-men took
a long time for Hubbie's personality to cover up again. But, it
took so long that by the time he
started improving in the polls,
Daley had already written off Humphrey's chances, and had decided
to concentrate his resources just
on the local and state elections.
I would like to have seen Daley's
face as he saw his own state lose
his opportunity to become one of
the, if not the most, influential national political figures. Hopefully
the disenfranchised segment of the
Party that was quite lite rally beaten in Chicago can fiU the power
vacuum of defeat.
Jimmy. Hendrix^ the psychedelic
Negroid, is doing a Jacksonville
concert November 23.
-Canada Dry's advertisement
"America's Going Dry" has been
overthrown by Carnation Instant
Milk Madison Ave. Agency, or
should I say Bleeker Street Agency. The new watchword is THC
(Take Home Carnation). And for
those of you who know what is the
active ingredient in Marijuana,
this whole blurb makes sense.

Plans for Free
College Revealed
Students and faculty interested in
forming a free college will meet
Monday, Nov. 18, at 3:30 in Woolson House.
Dr. Cohen, Mr. Caggiano, Dr.
Conway, Mr. Folsom, Dr. Gallo,
Dr. Hitchens, Mr. Klappert, Dr.
Lane, Dr. Miller, Mr. Robinson,
Dr. Wavell, Dr. Windham and Dr.
Zilius have all expressed an interest in establishing a free college
if enough students seem to desire
one. The purpose of the meeting
on Monday will be to decide the
format and content of the first
course.
The general purpose of such
projects at other colleges and universities has been to study subjects of immediate and contemporary interest which there is no
room for in the regular curriculum.
The 'courses' or 'seminars' offered are frequently in political,
social and cultural areas. One
proposal for the first corse in
a free college at Rollins has been
for a weekly or bi-weekly seminar
ranging over a broad variety of
subjects. One meeting might be
led by each of the faculty members
involved, but the success of the
college will depend upon student
interest and participation. If the
first, general seminar seems r e warding , we will then know what
specific subjects to schedule for
future courses. — In other words
the first meeting will decide whether this proposal is the best
approach, what the alternatives
might be, and whether we really
want a free college at all.
It could--and should—be a breath
of fresh air.

Guest Lecturer
Mr. Hilton Leech, who runs his
own art school in Sarasota, Florida,
has been enthusiastically received
by the Rollins Art Department
as a guest lecturer and teacher
this past week. Mr. Leech studied with the Art Student's League
in New York, belongs to many
national water color societies, and
has his own work represented at the
Butler Institute.

L

One college does more
thanbroadenhorizons.lt
safe to them, and beyond.

. . . for the original v e r y b e s t
Roast Beef S a n d w i c h ! T o p
quality beef, t e n d e r - s l i c e d
and juicy-thin, piled h i g h en
Arby's own m o u t h w a t e seed b u n . . .

y o u h a v e t o s q u e e z e to e a t !
swing over to A r b y ' s — try
a deliciously different F
Beef S a n d w i c h t o d a y — y o u
n e v e r h a d it so g o o d !
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Now there's a way for you to know
the world around you first-hand.
A way to see the things you've
read about, and study as you go.
The way is a college that uses the
Parthenon as a classroom for
a lecture on Greece,
and illustrates Hong
Kong's floating
societies with an
hour's ride on a
harbor sampan.
Every year Chapman College s
World Campus Afloat takes two
groups of 500 students out of their
classrooms and opens up the
world for them. And you can be
one of the 500. Your new campus
is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with
modern educational facilities and
a fine faculty. You'll have a complete study curriculum as you go.
And earn a fully-accredited
semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now accepting enrollments for Spring '69
and Fall '69 semesters. Spring 69
circles the world, from Los Angeles
through the Orient, India, South
Africa, to New York. Fall '69 leaves
New York for Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, South America,
ending in Los Angeles.
The world is there. Here's a
good way for you to find out what's
happening. Send for our catalog
with the coupon at right.
Safety Information: The
s.s. Ryndam, registered in the
Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966
fire safety requirements.

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send your catalog detailing curricula,
courses offered, faculty data, admission requirements and any other facts I need to know.
SCHOOL
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The Medium

The

Continuing
STORY
of the

The Student Legislature meeting
opened its doors and people in coats
and ties and short skirts trundled
into Crummer Auditorium. People
were speaking in small huddled
groups. The room was silent and
tense. Young men glared from their
seats, leaving an initial impression
that they were brothers waiting for
the trial of a man who had robbed
and beaten their mother. It was
the impreachment of Andrew Jackson, the nomination of Hubert Humphrey, the Boston Tea Party, the
War Room of the Admiralty, the
decapitation of Sidney Carton, the
rape of Venus, and rejection of
Good and the Worship of Evil
all rolled into one. It had been
proposed that class officers should
be abolished.
"Hello, Ralph."
"Lo, Raul, How are things?
Haven't seen you here in a long
time."
"Well, we didn't have a vote,
so there was no need to come."
"I see."
"What d' ya think will happen?"
Raul edged up close to the other.
"I think my plan will work."
"I don't have any idea what will
happen and what brilliant strategy
have you devised to protect class
officers?"
"Well, you see, the proposal has
been in committee for a week,
now. Fortunately, right after that
power-mad Independent made his
sacriligious proposal, the forces
for Good, of which I am a member,
meshed their gears in an instant
and counted with the proposal
that class presidents should be
given a vote. If that passes as it is
now, the class presidents will be
voting on whether or not to pre serve class officers. Isn't that beautiful? Notice how we immediately
took the diametrically opposite
viewpoint of the power-mad independent with no reason at all except
that it sounds like a plot by the
Independents to lower the prestige
of the Greeks for the destruction
of these officers."

Rollins
Family
attack, even when it's irrelevent,
don't you see? I plan to make a
brilliant analogy between being a
United States Senator and a Rollins
Class Officer as to their responsibilities and their commitments
that would gag a " C " student in
sixth grade American History.
However, we know it will go over
well because people at Rollins tend
to respect that which they don't
understand or half listen t o . "
"Good, Raul."
"Now, the fact that the destruction of class officers would be a
great thing for the Greeks since it
removes the last conflicting social
loyalty is not important. By preserving the class officers, and now
by trying to increase their power,
there is only one possible results;
the voting officers will vote with
their social group and not actually
represent their class at all or in
the course of their duty they will
be forced to vote against their social group and provide internal
conflict that the Greeks neither
want or can afford."

By Peter Robinson
"So you've been looking for them,
Madam",
was Dr. Johnson's
famous interogatory squelch of the
lady who congratualted him on
omitting all indecent words from
his dictionary.
The sanity of this remark hit me
the other evening as I read Mr.
Warren Boroson's study of graffiti in America. The word graffiti used to make you think of the
walls of Pompeii. Not so any more.
Those were just wall inscriptions,
trivial in importance in comparis o n to current popular graffiti.
Current graffiti writings, I discovered, are "an anti-dote to the
timidity and corruption of the
American P r e s s . " In short, its
the sawn-off-shot-gun of American critical writing.
Bearing this in mind I then began
to treat with a seriousness "Mary
Poppins is a junkie and Hugh Hefner is a virgin" or "James Baldwin eats watermelon." I reacted
to "God is alive and living in
Argentine" or "God is dead: Nietzche," countered by "Nietzsche

Gil Klein the president of the
freshman class was elected by a
majority of over 50% on the first
ballot. Gil is a member of the
Speaker's Bureau and the Tomokan. He is a good example of the
nre class officers, students who are
responsible
members of their
classes and willing to sacrifice
their time and energy to promote
class spirit.

'Spur

Welcome you to —

is dead:
God?" I recalled a
scrawl on a wall that I has seen
in Manhattan "Niggers so Home",
only to find that when I revisited
the spot someone had crossed out
"Niggers" and substituted " N e groes".
I was amazed to read "I love
G r i l s " corrected to "I love G i r l s "
and returned a day later to read in
a new handwriting "What about us
Grils?"
At this point such was
my excitement that I was about
to call McLuhon and ask if he
realized the significance of Boroson's discovery.
Here, I felt
was the soul of America. We
must judge a nation by its truest
means of expression and the writing was on the wall.
However, I paused for a minute
to get my breath and putting my
feet up I began to read the Orlando Sentinel. I realized then
what a fool I had been to toy
And what is your opinion:
with the ideas of Boroson for here
House proposal?
was the truth and light. The Sentinel was neither timid or corrupt
A proposal was made M
t
and was just about as exciting
Mondaynightin
the
Student
A:
as Dr. Johnson's dictionary.
atio n House to lift the
old ban on motorcycles. The
islation was the result ofat
of concerned students, cones
that they were not allowed top:
a sport they both enjoyed
entitled to enjoy also tL.
students could not affordeith.
initial purchase price or tit
"The freshmen. President along keep of an auto there-bynt
with all other class presidents any form of transporatioa
The proposal during discus
should have a vote in the student
government.
He (the Freshman by the house was amended
Any Rollins student with
President) should also have a seat
on the IFC Counsel until Rush be- permission may own andc
gins to give Freshman's opinions motorcycle, permission
operate a
motoc
on rush rules and activities." He and
is definitely opposed to their e l - motorbike, or moped. Those
imination of these officers. "The ents over twenty-one do
freshman president is necessary parental permission. ^
to try to organize certain activites cycles may be parked onca
Following further dicussiot
at the beginning of the year to
unify the class and to further motion was passed and
school spirit.
He is a necess- approval to the council vfo
ary correspondent between parti- Wednesday nite tabled the pro;
IFC or the Political Rally and the for lack of suffient research
the problem.
freshman c l a s s . "

Freshman
President
Defends
Officers

"Brilliant."
"And of course, we should not
This year the freshman class
forget that perhaps the freshmen
has made great strides in gaining
have brought new drive and energy
the full recognition of the school.
to the situation. I mean they orThis is the first year that the frosh
ganized a Student Center Dance
this year, and a very successful
officers have been able to collect
one. What more could you ask class dues and these will be used
from class officers? I feel that
to finance the school-wide dance
the most important consideration in
which is t o be held on November
the election of class officers should
23rd. in the Student Union. Gil
be given to their taste in the local
also plans to organize a Pep Rally
bands, their pyromaniac tendencies
to replace the Freshman Bonfire
for constructing bonfires and their
which did not come off according
ability to saturate the campus so
to schedule.
full of political posters that we still
uncover them on John doors six
Gil feels that class officers should
months after the election. I feel be given more powers not less.
we should continue our policy of
trying to both chronologically
stratify the social life on this cam"Yes."
pus by class and to divide it vert"And tonight, to cover up the fact ically be social groupings so that
that there is no power basis for both methods are rendered useless
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART—
the existence of class officers, anrl r l r a i n p r i . "
The exhibit in the Student Center
we plan to completely minconstrue
is being presented by the Fine
the whole issue and make it a
"Excellent, I understand you're
Arts Committee of the Student
Greek-Independent battle because
running for office,
Raul. You
Center.
The exhibit has repreits so much easier to be on the would never talk tome otherwise."
sentative artists from several
European countries.

Edith, Fred and Dick Barnet

Recommends

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS —
a collection of original graphics in
an exhibition and sale on display
in the Art Building today from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Charges have been made alleging
that class officers do nothing. Gil
contends that this is untrue. "The
freshman dance is a good example
of an effort to bring some unification to
the class by giving
them the opportunity to show the
r e s t of the school what they can
produce as a c l a s s . " Class officers are necessary to produce
the class spirit needed for the
growth of student responsibility.
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL, 1968
Saturday, Dec. 14
8-10
11-1

Dl, D2
Science FC
121, 131, 141
B
Monday, Dec. 16
A
Soc Sci FC
113, 114
C
Tuesday, Dec. 17

2-4
8-10
11-1
2-4

tf?n

Harper

H

is the Message

l.'IL ABNER— Tonight the Florida
State University production will be
presented in the Annie Russell Theater at 8:30. Admission is f r e e first come, first serve. Doors
open at 8:00.

8-10

Hum FC
101
E. F

11-1

S I L H O U E T T E $400
A L S O S 1 5 0 TO 1975

S I G N E T J2SO
W E D D I N G R I N G 75
M A N ' S R I N G 150

REGISTERED

D I A M O N D
"

PWk.1.

H

MMMM

*-—f»mmutmtmmmntmH

Save 307*. *

wiiunm

m

mim

MI mi

on Records at...

THE MUSIC BOX
539 West Fairbanks Avenue

Complete Stock!

W I N T E R PARK, FLORIDA

2 0 % off plus 10% dub credit
333 PARK AVENUE S.-.NEXT TO COLONY-THEATBE

RINGS

O u r m a n y beautiful Kj
sake r i n ^ styles will
y o u r c h o i c e a difficult
But o n e you'll ^
forever.
/Good*

John Qhm
JEWELER
TELEPHONE

241-4*"

11 N . O R A N G E Atf£
ORLANDO.

FLORlP*
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Lambda's Head Football Race
Thursday's game pitted the Indies
against K. A. in what ended as a
victorv for K.A. The Indies drew
blood first when Mike Regan connected with Al Rioux from 10
yards out in the first period. Minutes later Dennis Frankenbury,
who failed to score on a 60 yard
run after an interception, intercepted one and carried it 10 yards
for the score. MikeCorbettpassed
The Champs: Quinlan, Keyes and Martin
to George Lamb for the extra
point that put K.A. out in front
7-6. In the second quarter Ray
Byrd scored on a 30 yard pass
and George Lamb intercepted one
and ran 40 yards for a score.
Byrd scored the exta point and
the half ended with K.A. leading
20-6.
In the third period Regan
intercepted a pass and eventually
ran it in from 9 yards out for a
score. Regan later tossed to Rioux
who lateraled to Terry Leech for a
score. K.A.'s Corbett iced the
game with a 50 yard toss to Al
Strober as K. A. won 26-18.
Monday's game was canceled because of wet grounds. Sig Ep
played TKE Tuesday in what proved to be only good exercise for
TKE.
Larry Burton threw to
Craig ljiljat for the first two scores
with Lilja adding one extra point.
Eric Schwoebeicame in for TKE
in the fourth period and passed to
Don Leporini and Bob Maynard for
two more scores.
Lilja again
added one extra point and the game
ended with TKE as the victors,
26-0.
Lambda Chi successfully tackled
Sigma Nu Wednesday afternoon and
The Little Giant Reigns Supreme
proved to be the tougher with a
39-12 trouncing. Craig Paulson
threw five touchdown passes and
the Indies while the Delta Chis
Terry Law scored 20 big points
The Sig Eps finished their unforfeited
to
the
KAs.
A
recap
for
Lambda. The other scores
defeated table tennis campaign
for Lambda were two by Rosen and
Wednesday, with an anti-claimatic of the season reveals that outstandone by Sandy Duncan. Sigma Nu's
forfeiture victory over the Phi ing individual performances were
turned in by several people. Jim
Bill Meyers proved unable to cope
Delts. Their eighth victory of the
Griffith
now
reigns
as
the
school
with
the cold and only passed for
season brought their match point
one 65 yard touchdown to Jeff
total to 35. The TKE's who de- champion; having gone undefeated
Wenham. Wenham, himself, threw
feated the X-Club for their seventh with important wins over Pete
Keyes and Bill Kinne. John Koldthe other to Meyers on a fake
victory, also ended the season with
double reverse. With this the game
35 match points. But the TKEs holf was the best second man in
ended under cold skies, the Lamlost their team match to the Sig school, as he also went undefeated.
Although limited in action because
bdasstill undefeated league leaders.
Eps three weeks ago and had to of football, Kim Kramer also went
" settle for the second place point undefeated as the TKE's third man.
~ total of 25. The Sig Ep team Peter Keyes deserves mention also
composed of Pete Keyes, Chris as he lost only one match all year,
Martin, and Jerry Quinlan, gained that being to Griffith. Last year's
50 points for their first place champ, Bill Kinne fell only to Keyes
effort, and, with entrance points, and Griffith for another fine season.
amassed 135 total points.
The
The Sig Eps final victory and
TKE's, Bill Kinne, John Koldholf
overall championship vaulted them
and Kim Kramer, picked up 110 into the intramural lead through
points.
tennis and table tennis. This is at
Also picking up victories on Wedbest, a short-lived honor though,
nesday were the Lambda Chis and as the standings wil change when
FLAG FOOTBALL STANDINGS
KAs. The Lambdas won 4-1 over the football season comes to a
AND TEAM SCORING
close.

Sig Eps Take Table Tennis Title

Lady Netters
Down FSU

The Rollins Women's tennis team
extended its record to 2-0 by defeating Florida State University
here last Saturday. Senior Wendy
Overton, number 1 intercollegiate
Player in Florida, led the way by
defeating FSU's Ann Roberts, 6-2,
-1, in the number 1 singles match.
)ther winners for Rollins were
Mary Ann Foniri, Juniors
Jane Butts, Lucia Turnbull, sophomores Judy Dixon, MonaSchallau,
^ay Gordon and Tina Turnblacer,
fnd freshmen Sara Hamilton, and
uz Needle. Jane Wilson and Joan
vvohlgemuth lost by close scores
t0
their opponents.
tternoon doubles play was

Team
LCA
TKE
KA
Indies

Record
4-0
5-1
2-1-1
2-3

' BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
1
W,»f F.irb.nlc*
Phont 647-4034

TKE
Indies
SPE
DC
SPE

30
27
25
25
20

KA's Capture Tennis Crown
The KAs finished a fine undefeated tennis season
Tuesday,
with a 6-1 point victory over the
X-Club. After KA's Rick Wiley
lost to John McDermid in the
number one singles match 8-4,
the rest of the team pushed on
to victory. George Lamb fought
back from a 7-3 deficit to beat
Gardner Sisk 8-7 in the number
two singles, while Chris Johannsen
downed Pete Cahall 8-6 in the third
match. In the doubles, Lamb and
Wiley teamed up to defeat McDermid and Cahall 8-6. The final
doubles saw Ray Bird and Johannsen down Sisk and Wilmerding 87.

The KA victory brought them 123
intramural poits and pushed them
into second place behing the Sig
Eps with 167 points.
The XClubs' 105 total points put them in
forth place overall, just 1 point
behind the TKEs with 160 arid 161
points respectively.
The KA's victories this year-were
over the Sig Eps 5-2, the TKEs
6-1, Lambda Chis 6-1, and XClub 6-1. Their match point total
was less than the Club's but the 50
first place points made the winning margin. Pictures of the
champs and runners-up are above
and standings also appear in this
weeks paper.

Runners-up: Cahall, McDermid, Sisk

also general typing
REASONABLY PRICED

644-6532
cancelled because of rain, but Rollins already had enough singles victories to claim the match 10-2.

Ok Czntzi Sbuxt (^JLnxj

TAYLOR'S
PHARMACY
offers you

STAINED GLASS APPLIQUES

24-Hour

TRAVEL RITE
TOURS
RESERVATIONS

1.2
i_2
i_3
o-l-l
o-3

TOP TEN SCORING LEADERS
LCA
Heller
42
LCA
38
Leach
TKE
38
Taylor
Indies
35
Parks
TKE
33
Martin

Manuscript Typing

Prescription

AIRLINE

SN
DC
SPE
X-Club
PDB

Law
Rosen
Leporini
Rionx
Lilja

Service

with
4 Registered Pharmacists
also
F a m o u s B r a n d Cosmetics
in W I N T E R

FLOWER

SHOP

Picture Pretty
Petal Perfect
,31 Park Ave. N .

PARK

it's

TAYLORS
101 North P«r* A*eno«
P h o o . 644-1025

SIMPLY SOCCER

PART III

left fullback and goalie. Otherwise
he must kick the ball all th e
way across the field to an open
space, or he may be forced into
the corner. In the first case, the
defense has time to shift back into
proper position. Also a long pass
can often be intercepted by the
right or left halfback. If the ball
goes int o the corner, it can be
stolen or kicked out of bounds.
When the ball carrier goes past
the right fullback into the corner,
he is then picked up by the center
half.
At this time, the right
full back shifts back between the
center half and left fullback, r e Coach Howell refers to his defense taining the wall. (Fig. A)
as a shifting man-for-man, in which
If the ball comes down through
the team concentrates on challeng- the center, the three defensive
ing the opponent ballcarrier, while men remain in nearly their orat the same time, setting up a iginal positions except that the
protectorate wall between the ball fullbacks collapse, or draw in tighcarrier and the goal. For sake of ter to the center halfback.
explanation, the example used here Coach Howell also has a 3-4-3
is the opponent attacking on the prevent defense which he has used
defensive right side. As the of- only once this year. In this infensive left wing moves down the stance, the right and left fullbacks
field, he is challenged constantly a n d t h e c e n t e r h a l f H n e
just
by the Tar right wing. When he i n s i d e o f t h e p e n a l t y a r e a >
In
^e,^S ,the^m}ty
. a r * a ' t h e . r i ? . h t front ofthemisanotherwallformed
fullback shifts to challenge for the
ball (Fig. A). When he shifts out, by the right and left halfbacks
and the insides. At approximately
the center halfback moves into the the
midfield, a third line is formed
position he vacated^ The left full- b y t h e w i n g s a n d c e n t e r f o r w a r d
back also shifts, going into a pos- to provide an offensive attack once
ition in fron t of the goal. From the ball is stolen.
the diagram, one can see that a wall With only three more important
between the ball and the goal has g a m e s l e f t a
t d e a l of
n_
been set up. Before the oppon- s i b i l i t y r e s t s w l t h t h i s d e f e n s i v e
ent can score he must penetrate s q u a d a s t h e T a r s s e e k t h e i r first
the right fullback,
center half, undefeated season.

Having previously elaborated on
the Rollins Soccer team's offensive
strategy, this week's article will
concentrate on the T a r defense.
Much has been written about the
potent Tar offense, but the fine
defense deserves at least as much
credit for our Soccer success.
Through 9 games thus far this
year, the defense has allowed only
9 goals, with Florida Southern
being the first team to score more
than one goal against Rollins.
Overall, Rollins has tripled the
number of goals of their opponents
and remain undefeated.

wwg

Tars Down Leo, Flohr Southen
final quarter, Southern tied it up
Rollins is enjoying its most sucat two apiece when Bob Bertrand
cessful soccer season since the
game was introduced here in 1956 broke through the Rollins defensive
line.
- - i n that year, the Tars won none
However, the ever-reliable Wilwhile losing two and tying three.
son Flohr scored his fourteenth
But this year the Tars are undegoal of the season with 8:46 left
feated, another first dating from
in the contest, insuring the T a r s '
1956, sporting an 8-0-1 record.
eighth victory. It is interesting to
Success may also be measured
note that Flohr also scored what
in the fact that Rollins has outproved to be the winning tally in
scored its opponents by a substanthe earlier Southern encounter.
tial 3 to 1 ratio, scoring 27 goals
to the opponents' nine.
Much credit should go to goalie
Jim Hardee who made ten goalie
The Tars most recent win came in
saves, Southern outshooting the
defeating Florida Southern College
T a r s , 28 to 19.
in Lakeland by a slim 3-2 margin;
The victory came after a 5-0
earlier in the year, the Tars defeated Southern 2-1. Lee Hildenshelling of St. Leo College of Dade
biddle started off the scoring— and
City on the sandspur; the win comjust in time. With 45 seconds r e plemented a previous bombardmaining in the half, he booted in a
ment of the Monarchs, 6-1. Bill
kick that had rebounded off goalie
Koch scored his first of two goals
Brian Bain's hands. Rollins made
just 45 seconds afte r the starting
it 2-0 in the third quarter when
whistle, on an assist from Robin
left inside Stan Gale scored on a
Leech, and rookie Stan Gale notchshort pass from Bill Koch, 10:32 ed his second marker of the searemaining.
son in the same period. While
neither team scored in the second
But the T a r s ' lead was shortquarter, the Tars came back with
lived as Southern center forward
two more in the third, the first
Greg Hoch scored on an assist from
by
Flohr on an assist from left
teammate Rick Bonfim less than
wing
Mike Brelsford and the next
two minutes before the third quartby Robin Leech ten minutes later.
e r buzzer sounded. Shortly afterBill Koch provided the final goal,
ward, a mere 26 seconds into the

*

I

f°AUE

Among other boosters in the crowd
will be coaches, principals, and
vice-principals from
OrangeCounty schools. It is generally
believed that the participation of
these people in this activity will
help to stimulate finer college community relations.

JRFB

The regular team has divided
itself, for this game, into two
separate teams. The blue team is
made up of Rollins freshmen and
other first year players and coached by Rick Loghry. Members of
Gold team are veteran players
and will be coached by Stirling
Case. The cheerleaders also divide
themselves with four girls leading
rahs for the vets and four for the
frosh. As of yet, no halftime activities have been definitely planned
for the game, which will begin at
8:00 p. m. The basketball coaches
are keeping an open mind and
ear to any suggestions for a halftime show.
Detailed notices about the game
will appear in students' mailboxes
on Monday. It is suggested that
everyone arrive early for this,
a s for every, game so that the
best possible seats can be obtained.

s~-.

dreaming
about
your future?^

Ramsdeirs Opticians

Thanks for your business . . .

BALDWIN HARDWARE COMPANY
ACROSS FROM COLONY

scoring on a pass fromG
just twelve seconds le;
The game was one-Sj
than the score, st
L a r r y Bowen made 23 g0 •
while Jim Hardee ha
with six — the Monarch :•
only eight shots at tl
T a r s ' 33 and had jus
kicks to seven for Rollins
With the disappointment
their bid to the Atlantic
Championship
in &^
Massachusetts, and theq~
ity
to play in national
ition, the Tars face the,
challenge in the days %•
Saturday, November 16th i
will travel south to meeti
iversity of Miami. The'
have been a nemesis inp-_
winning twelve of fifteen^
and outscoring the Tars
to 21. But these statists
a victory over Miami ei;
the campaign, 2-1.
games will be against Jaci
University on the 19th i
match with arch-rival St
November 30th. Coach
Howell and his players are]
ent that they can turn
and become the first
soccer team in third

Blue-Gold Intra-Squad
To Kick Off
Basketball Season
On Wednesday, November 20, the
first
annual Blue-Gold Rollins
basketball game will be played
in the Enyart-Alumani Field House.
The game will be held mainly to
introduce Rollins students to their
basketball team, but it also serves
several other purposes. Students
will see the field house from a
spectator's point of view, as well
as seeing their team in action for
the first time. It is hoped that this
inter-squad competition will help
bring the fans down in droves when
the regular season begins.

F^

Friday, Novembpr
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THEATRE

then stop!

*W RAY-BAN
^ BAUSCH & LOMB
A tremendous selection of imported and
domestic frames
1191 Orange Ave.
WINTER
PARK
Mldv.ay 4-7781

Here's

once

in a

challenge.
A

civilian

Army

career *"j

Recreation or

P r o g r a m in Europe or

iami p

East.
If y o u are single, a
zen

and

have a de

Recreation
Social

AThcusand Wonders and a Three Day Ce.ia*e eSeTutlf«l Music

Arts

Science

and

Crafts

Music

SATURDAY, D E C . 2 8 - l p m - 1 0 p m
Jose Feliciano • Country Joe and the Fish •
Buffy Sainte Marie • Chuck Berry • The Infinite
McCoys • J o h n M a y a l l ' s B l u e s b r e a k e r s •
Booker T. and The M.G.'S. • Dino V a l e n t e *
Fleetwood Mac

MONDAY, DEC.30»lpm-10pm
Jose Feliciano • Canned Heat • T h e
Turtles . I r o n Butterfly . The Joe Tex Revue •
an a n d Sylvia • T h e Grassroots • C h a r l e s

G^?,UD%radt,SWeet,nSPirati0nS-The

PLUS EVERY DAY:

SUNDAY, D E C . 2 9 * l p m - 1 0 p m
Steppenwolf • Jr. Walker a n d the All Stars
Butterfield Blues Band • Flatt and Scruggs
Marvin Gaye • Joni Mitchell • The Boxtops
Richie Havens • James Cotton Blues Band
H. P. Lovecraft

a

o p p o r t u n i t y for advents

•
•
•
•

? ? J ?t? l n v i u t i o n * ' Walking Catfish Derby; The Giant
T,-Uaf S.,de; Hundred, of Art, and Craft, m,p.. y ,- $£
Grove. W.nder.ng Muwcian,; Blue Meanie, on Par.deStratospheric Balloon,; K.teidoscopic Elephants

1 5 % DISCOUNT COUPON
R r
MIAMI POP FESTIVAL
P.O. BOX 3900 M I A M I . FLORIDA 33101
NO. TICKETS
SAT.. DEC. 28 @ $6.00 Ea
NO. TICKETS
SUN.. DEC. 29 © $6 OO Ea

I

ISSwS^.Sj^ • ""
«?.f~ 'uf•*" *
I

dn ion (tlck,u at

enC

in chet

Nairn*

-Zip.

I

door

*» - I

* <* money

order payable to "Miami Pop Festival."
I understand that t h e management does not
guarantee delivery on orders postmarked
later than D e c 9 . 1 9 6 8 .
»~»"»««*w«

• Address| City
• State

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Dramatics
Library

or

Science

O N CAM
INTERS
NOV. 2'
SPECIAL SERVICES9E(
DEPARTMENT OF THt
WASHINGTON, D. C.

